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Abstract

Electrostatic instabilities associated with a model applicable to the auroral acceler-

ation region consisting of an ion beam, precipitating electrons and stationary back

ground electrons are theoretically investigated. The kinetic dispersion relation is

solved numerically without approximations. It is shown that two low-frequency

plasma instabilities are present and these may generate the low-frequency electric

field fluctuations (LEFs) that have been observed in the acceleration region.

A parameter variation study is carried out in order to reveal the features of the

instabilities. The model is adapted to suit two possible regions of study: (1) drifting

cool ions and (2) drifting cool ions and counter-streaming hot electrons.

The slow ion-acoustic instability "\vhich dominates at low ion beam drift velocities

is studied by varying plasma parameters such as the propagation angle, ky / k, the

wavenumber, k, the cold background electron density, nco, the hot electron tempera-

ture and the cool ion beam temperature.

The second mode, the modified two-stream instability, which dominates at larger ion

beam drift velocities and at oblique angles of propagation is investigated in a similar

manner.

To complete the study of these two instabilities, the effect of drifting hot electrons is



examined briefly through a similar parameter variation study.
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external magnetic field in the z-direction

Tc/Tb

(n/rni)t, thermal velocity of ions

(Tc/rne)t, thermal velocity of cold electrons

(Th/rne)t, thermal velocity of hot electrons

(Te/rni)t, ion sound speed

electronic charge

electric field

distribution function of species j

equilibrium distribution function of species j

modified Bessel function of order p

Bessel function of order p

wave propagation vector = (kx , ky , kz )

component of k perpendicular to Bo = Boz = (k; + k;)~

mass of species j
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T-J
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X,Y,Z

Z(A)
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D..
J

plasma density

density of species j

equilibrium density of species j

temperature of species j

velocity vector = (v x , vy, vz )

drift velocity

component of v in the x-y plane = (v; + v~)~

drift velocity of species j

drift velocity of species j in the z-direction

unit vectors in the x, y, z - directions

plasma dispersion function with argument A

kiCl/D.;
ki C;/D.;

kiCl/D.;
e-o.jlp(aj),j = b, C, h for the respective species of particles

imaginary part of complex frequency, w

(lj/471njoe2
), Debye length of species j

angle between 'wave vector k and beam velocity

angle between kx and kl.

electrostatic potential

complex frequency

w - k.Vo , Doppler shifted frequency

real part of w

(471noje2/mJ~, plasma frequency of species j

(eEo/mjc), gyrofrequency of species j
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The study of plasma instabilities has received much attention in fusion, space and

astrophysics research, as well as in industrial plasma applications. Instabilities are

classified broadly into macroscopic and microscopic instabilities. Through macro

scopic instabilities, the plasma loses its free energy by a distortion of shape. These

are usually studied with fluid equations. Microscopic instabilities involve velocity dis

tribution functions of the particles and are studied with the kinetic Boltzmann-Vlasov

equations. The plasma loses its free energy through electrostatic or electromagnetic

waves. The process by which the free energy of the plasma gets converted into a

growing mode in a collective way is called a plasma instability (Lakhina, 1994).

Plasma instabilities have been found to play an important role in many phenomena

occuring in astrophysical, space and laboratory plasmas. Many of these plasmas are

not in thermodynamic equilibrium and lose their free energy through the excitation

of a growing (in amplitude) plasma wave.

Various kinds of microscopic plasma instabilities have been encountered in space

environments. S3 - 3, Viking and ROSE satellite observations have provided data
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on phenomena such as elevated ion conics, ion acoustic double layers, electrostatic

shocks and low-frequency electric field fluctuations (LEFs) on the auroral field lines

(Temerin, 1978; Hultqvist et al., 1988; Rose et.al., 1992). The presence of ion beams

and accelerating electrons have been the source of several investigations into beam

generated electrostatic instabilities in the auroral plasma. Research into instabilities

reveal possible mechanisms for the generation of various phenomena that have been

observed. In this thesis we examine the instabilities that arise in the auroral plasma

located between one and two earth radii (ie. 6000 - 12000 km.). In particular, we

study instabilities associated with the generation of LEFs.

Lakhina(1993) discusses the instability associated with a model, applicable to the

auroral plasma, consisting of precipitating electrons, a single species H+ or 0+ ion

beam and cold 'hackground electrons. In his paper the kinetic dispersion relation

is solved analytically, with appropriate approximations in the electrostatic limit, by

treating the ion beam as cool and the precipitating electrons as hot.

In this thesis, we adopt the model of Lakhina(1993) and examine the associated insta

bilities. However, in our case the dispersion relation is completely solved numerically

without any approximations and a detailed parameter study is presented. Further,

since ion beams parallel to the magnetic field have been found to have thermal ener

gies that are much larger than the ambient thermal energy of their ionospheric source

region, (Bergmann and Lotko, 1986), we examine also the effect of increasing the ion

beam temperature as well.

The thesis is presented as follows:

In Chapter 2 we review the relevant literature. The Kinetic Dispersion Relation is

derived for our model in Chapter 3. Our numerical results are presented in
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Chapter 4 (for an ion beam) and Chapter 5 (for counter-streaming electron and

ion beams). Finally, Chapter 6 contains a summary of our results and the major

conclusions.



Chapter 2

Literature survey

The consistent observations of low frequency turbulence by S3 - 3, Viking and ROSE

satellites at altitudes between 6000 - 12000km. in the auroral plasma have been the

subject of study for many years (Mozer et.al., 1977; Temerin, 1978; Hultqvist et.al.,

1988; Rose et.al.,1992; and others). It has been emphasized that LEFs are closely

associated with the excitation of various auroral phenomena.

Mozer et.al.(1977) have shown that electrostatic shocks with fields of up to 600 mVim

are embedded in regions of low-frequency and large amplitude electrostatic turbulence

on the auroral field lines at altitudes between 1000km and 8000km. From data col

lected by the S3 -:- 3 satellite, Temerin(1978) showed that a particular signature of

the electric fielq"frequency-time spectrogram, the "resonance fingerprint", indicated

that the frequency range of the electrostatic turbulence is dominated by the Doppler

shift of zero frequency turbulence.

Further investigations indicated that auroral plasma instabilities could give rise to

an oscillating electric field, (Bhatia and Lakhina, 1980). In their paper, the pre

cipitating electrons are regarded as anti-loss-cone electrons which are characterized

4
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by particle distributions having a deficit of particles with vII ~ O. i.e. they have a

large velocity spread parallel to the magnetic field lines. The streaming motion of

these energetic electrons is shown to produce a low-frequency electrostatic instability

(n= 0, Bernstein mode) which can give rise to an oscillating electric field, E~ 0.5 - 25

mY/m.

Bergmann and Lotko (1986) investigated two instabilities viz. the H+ -0+ two stream

instability and a resonant electron-ion instability. The following observed features of

the auroral plasma were found to be important:

1. the various plasma parameters vary with the electric field potential (and con

sequently altitude) along the geomagnetic field lines.

2. the dominant plasma species at the low-altitude end are cool compared to those

at the magnetospheric end.

3. the effective ratio of Te/Ti initially increases with altitude.

4. the upward accelerated ions are adiabatically cooled.

It was also found that low altitude plasmas were dominated by 2 species of ions and

warm electrons, while in the magnetospheric region, only H+ existed together with

thermal electrons.

The H+-0+ two-stream instability was further examined in a magnetised and an

unmagnetised plasma for application to ion beam heating in the auroral electron ac

celeration region. (Bergmann et.al., 1988). Wave modes which propagated obliquely

to the magnetic field were investigated. These investigations showed that heating of

the ion beams does develop at an oblique angle to the magnetic field. Dusenbery
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et.al.(1988) alsc/studied the excitation of low-frequency electrostatic modes by the

ion-ion two-stream instability for auroral plasma parameters.

Many interesting phenomena were associated with the presence of LEFs by several

authors .. The analysis of data from Viking observations in 1986 by Hu1tqvist et.al.

(1988) confirmed the existence of accelerating electrons and ions along magnetic field

lines by quasi-static electric fields. Further studies on these satellite observations by

Hultqvist(1988) revealed that the simultaneous observation of upward field-aligned

fluxes of energetic ions and electrons may be due to field-aligned electric fields. It was

pointed out in this paper that for the electrons, the fluctuating electric 'field appears

as quasi-static. This results in electrons leaving the acceleration region in an effective

half-period of the field when it points downward. The fluctuating field has only a small

effect on the ions which are accelerated upward only by the magnetic-field~alignedde

component of the electric field.

A close correlation between the presence of LEFs and of upstreaming electrons, as

well as elevated ion conics, on the auroral field lines was found by Ashour-Abdalla

and Schriver (1989). In this study, through a self-consistent particle simulation,

the presence of a steady state electric field was assumed and seen to generate a low

frequency ion-ion two-stream instability. This instability in turn created a fluctuating

field that heated the ions oblique to the magnetic field forming distributions similar

to ion conics.

Lakhina(1993), brought the focus back to the cause of LEFs themselves. Previ

ous studies men~ioned earlier discussed the generation of LEFs by the ion-ion two
; :.~

stream instability where the free energy for the instability is derived from the rela

tive streaming of the ion species. In this paper, precipitating electrons and upward
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moving ion beams in the presence of cold background electrons were shown to drive a

low- frequency ~lectrostatic instability. Two modes of the ion beam instability were

discussed, (one at high drift velocities and the other at low drift velocities), and a

resonant instability driven by hot electrons. The low frequency modes were found to

have a broadband spectrum and were easily excited either by ion beams having drift

speeds in the range 100 - 1500 km.s-1
, or by precipitating electrons drifting with

speed ~ 5000 km.s-1 along the field lines. The results were found to be in fairly good

agreement with observations from Viking (Hultqvist et.al., 1988) and S3-3 (Temerin,

1978). Heating of ions and electrons was found possible only in the direC1tion parallel

to the magnetic field. This led to the formation of hot electron and ion beams. The

presence of the cold background component in the model was found to be essential

for the formation of these modes.

Data on the electric field fluctuations detected by probes on the ROSE F4 rocket

was recently analysed by Iranpour et.al.(1997). The results showed that the waves

propagate in the Hall-current direction with a velocity below the ion-sound speed. It

was also found that the waves are dispersive.



Chapter 3

Derivation of the Kinetic

Disper'sion Relation

To derive the kinetic dispersion relation for low-frequency electrostatic waves, we

follow the method of Gary and Sanderson(1970) and Singh and Bharuthram(1990).

The plasma in the auroral acceleration region is described by a model consisting

of three species in a homogeneous, collisionless plasma embedded in a uniform ge

omagnetic field, Bo, which is taken to be in the z-direction. These particles are:

precipitating hot electrons streaming down the geomagnetic field lines with drift ve

locity Vdh = -VdhzZ, temperature T h and density nh; cold stationary background

electrons with temperature Te and density ne and an ion beam (H+) moving upward

away from the earth along the auroral field lines with drift velocity Vdb = VdbzZ, tem

perature Tb and density nb. The distribution functions for the hot electrons and the

ions are considered as drifting Maxwellians while the cold background electrons have

a stationary Maxwellian distribution function. For charge neutrality at equilibrium

we reqUIre

8
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where njO is the equilibrium density of the species j.

3.1 ·The Ion Beam Term

We consider the ion beam velocity distribution as an isotropic, drifting Maxwellian

with temperature n, drifting parallel to the magnetic field, Bo = Boz, with drift

velocity Vdbz. This is depicted in figure (3.1).

z

tVdbz

~Vdhz

0)- y

x

Figure (3.1)

The equilibrium velocity distribution for the ion beam is then given by

where Cb = (n/mi)t is the thermal velocity of the ions.

(3.1 )
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Neglecting collisions and considering only the effects of electromagnetic forces, we

may use the Vlasov equation

oh e ah- +v.v fb + -(E +v x B).-a = o.at m v
(3.2)

By considering small electrostatic perturbations about the equilibrium quantities,

fb = fbO(V) + fbl(V) }

E = Eo +El
(3.3)

we linearize the Vlasov equation. Substituting (3.3) into (3.2) and linearizing, we

obtain:

In the absence of an equilibrium electric field we have Eo = 0 and we note that for

electrostatic fluctuations: El = - V<PI since B I = O. With Ba = Boi, (3.4) reduces

to

which i~plies that

where the operator djdt = (at + v.V) is defined as the rate of change following

an unperturbed orbit in phase space. Integrating along the unperturbed orbits we

obtain:

(3.5)
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where

and

dr'
v'= -
_ dt"

: ~~

_dv_' _ _e_ [Eo + _v_'_X_B_O]
dt' - mi c'

r'(O) = r,

v'(O) = v.

We have assumed above that the plasma is undisturbed at t = -00. Differentiating

(3.1) we get:

or we may write

where

For perturbations that are harmonic in space and time, we may write

!bl(r, v,t) = !bl(V) exp {i(k.r - wtn }.

<pl(r,t) = <pkwexp{i(k.r-wtn

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)
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Substituting into (3.5) we get:

!bl(r, v, t) = - ~/bO(V') J~oo k.veqcP(r', t')dt'.

Solving the ion equation of motion

m_dv = q{E + _V_X_B_}
dt c ..

we obtain

v~ = v~ cos( -nit' +0)

v~ = v~ sin( -nit' +0)

v~ = constant

where

(3.9)

(3.10)

is the velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field lines and ni = eEO/mic is the ion

gyrofrequency.

z

t
Bo

0 Vy

I Y
Vx

0
Vl. I

I

x

Figure (3.2)
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The situation at t' = 0 is illustrated in figure (3.2), with y'(O) = Y = [V.l.. cos 0, V.l.. sin 0, vz ].

In order to allow for the different gyration directions of the ions and electrons, the

coefficient of Oi is made negative for the ions which have angular momentum vec-

tors antiparallel to B o. Since motion along the field lines is unaffected by the field,

V~ =constant. The wave vector k may be resolved into components parallel and

perpendicular to :Bo as shown in figure (3.3).

z
.,

Ok------+,/ Y

'ljJ k.l.. /

x

Figure (3.3.)

Hence we have

and we may write

k [k k ] [v~ v~ v~ - VdbZ]
.Yeq - x, y,kz . CC' CC' Cc

k v' k ( , )
~ cos(O.t' + \l1 _ 0) + z V z - Vdbz

C2 t C2
b b

(3.11)

(3.12)
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Using (3.8) and (3.11), we may write (3.9) as follows:

fbl(V) exp {i(kr - wtn

. { k ' t k (v' v ) It }- :i fbO(V') ~?.L loo cPl COS(Oi t ' + \lJ - fJ)dt' + Z Zq dbz -00 cPldt'

(3.13)

Evaluating (3.13) at t = 0, we have:

fbl(V) = _i!-. fbO(V)cPlkw [k.L~.L /0 cos(Od' + \lJ - 0) x exp {i(k(r' - r) - wt'n dt'
mi Cb -00

+kz(Vz~ Vdbz) 1000 exp {i(k(r' - r) - wt'n dt']

(3.14)

Upon integrating (3.10) we obtain

(3.15)

At t' = 0,

(3.16)

and from (3.15) and (3.16), with r'(O) = r = [xo, Yo, zo], we obtain the orbit equations

v'
r' - r = O~ [- sin(0 - Oit') + sin fJ] x

.. + [~~ {cos(0 - nit') - cos O}] ii + [v;t'lZ. (3.17)
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Using (3.11) and (3.17), the second integral in (3.14) becomes

iOoo exp[ipsin(O - \lJ)] x exp[-ipsin(O - \lJ - nit')]

x exp [i(k.vdb + kz(v~ - Vdbz) - w] t'dt'

where p = k~:'.L. With the use of the identity (Watson 1944):

exp(ip sin,8) = ~~-oo exp(ip/3) Jp(p ) ,

(3.18)

(3.19)

where Jp is the 9J.'dinary Bessel function of the first kind of order p, (3.18) becomes:

iOoo ~~-oo exp [ip(O - \lJ)] Jp(p) x ~~-oo exp [-iq(O - \lJ - nit')] Jq(p)

X exp [i(k.vdb +kAv~ - Vdbz) - w)] t'dt'

Using the identity
ei(3 + e-i(3

cos,8 = ,
2

we may write

cos(nit' + \lJ - 0) exp {i [k.(r' - r) - wt']} =

~ exp {i(nit' + \lJ - On exp {i [k.(r' - r) - wt']} +

~eXP{-i(nit' + \lJ - Onexp{i[k.(r'- r) -wt']}

(3.21)

(3.22)
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Hence the first integral in (3.14) may be written as:

iOoo {~exp [i(!1 i t' + \If - 0)] exp [~ [k.(r' -_r) - wt']]} dt'

+iOoo {~exp [-i(!1 i t' + \If - 0)] exp [i [k.(r' - r) - wt']]} dt'

(3.23)

The first part of (3.23) is evaluated by using the orbit equations (3.17) and the identity

(3.19) to yield

Similarly the second part yields

Using (3.20), (3.24) and (3.25) in (3.14) we obtain the perturbed velocity distribution

function:

(
exp {i(p - q - 1)(0 -\If)} exp {i(p - q+1)(0 - \If)} )

(q + l)!1 i +k.Vdb + kz(vz - Vdbz) - w + (q - l)!1 i + k.Vdb + kz(vz - Vdbz) - w

The perturbed ion beam density is given by
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To evaluate the integral in (3.27), we first transform to cylindrical coordinates in

velocity space with

The triple integral in (3.27) can be separated into three parts corresponding to the

terms of fbl(V) in (3.26). From the expression (3.1) for the equilibrium velocity

distribution fbO( v), the first part yields:

(3.28)

where we have used C~ = n/mi, and the result

f;1r exp {i(p - q - l)O} dO = { 0,
21f,

p#q+1

p=q+1.

We now introduce the plasma dispersion function (Fried and Conte 1961), also known

as the Z- function, defined by

. 1 100 e-x2

Z(,x) = - --dx. Vir -00 x - ,X

for Im('x) > 0, or alternatively as

(3.29)



The integral over dvz in (3.28) can be expressed in terms of the Z-function as

Similarly the second part of the integral in (3.27) yields

The last part of the integral reduces to:

Combining the results (3.30- 3.32), we obtain

18

(3.30)

(3.31 )

(3.32)

(3.33)
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where we have used the identity (Watson 1944)

The relation (Watson 1944)

(3.34)

where Jp, is the Modified Bessel function of the first kind of order p, is used to perform

the integration over dv.i. We then obtain

Letting ab = k'ic't/n;, r pb = e-CtbJp(ab) and using the identity (Watson 1944)

I:~_oor pb = 1, we can write (3.35) as

(3.36)
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3.2 Contribution of the cold stationary isotropic

background electrons to the dispersion rela-

tion

The cold background equilibrium electron distribution is assumed to be a stationary

isotropic Maxwellian given by:

{ 2}n eo v
feo = (21l"Cn~ exp - 2C-; (3.37)

where Cc = (Te/me)~ is the thermal speed. From the charge neutrality requirement,

we have at equilibrium:

Using an analysis similar to that used in section 3.1, we obtain the perturbation for the

background electron density n eo . This can also be obtained from (3.36) by replacing e

by (-e), setting n = Te and the drift velocity to zero, since the background electrons

are stationary.

The cold electron density perturbation is then given by:

(3.38)

h w-pDe r r, '()' - CV e1 ( ) d ' k~ c~ ·th () b· hwere Zpe = hkzCc ' pc = pc (Ye , e p LYe an LYe = W' WI He elng t e
. e

electron gyrofrequency.
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3.3 Contribution of the hot isotropic precipitat-

ing electrons to the dispersion relation

The equilibrium Maxwellian velocity distribution of the hot isotropic electrons is given

by:

_ nhO ex {_ v; +v; + (vz - VdhZ )2} (3.39)
!ha - (27rC~) ~ P 2C~ .. '

where Ch = (Th/me)~ is the hot electron thermal speed and Vdhz is the drift velocity

along the external magnetic field Boo

Using an analysis similar to that of section 3.1, we obtain the density perturbation

of the hot electrons:

(3.40)

3.4 The,Kinetic Dispersion Relation

In the electrostatic approximation, Poisson's equation,

(3.41)

reduces to :

(3.42)

where the subscript" 1" indicates perturbed quantities.
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By substituting the density perturbations (3.36), (3.38) and (3.40) into (3.42), we

obtain the dispersion relation:

where the Debye lengths are )..dj = (Tj/41rnjOe2)~ ,j = c, h, b for the cold background

electrons, the hot precipitating electrons and the beam ions respectively. Further,

smce

and
'-!J - k.vdb - pf!i

Zpb = y'2k
z
C

b

equation (3.43) may then be written in the compact form as:

(3.44)

Substituting )..dj = Vtj /wpj and considering low frequency, electrostatic modes (Bern

stein modes, p=O) we may write:

(3.45)
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where
2

X j = k~~~ {I +ZojZ(zoj)rpj}
t)

(3.46)

which is the dispersion relation obtained by Bhatia and Lakhina(1980) and Bergmann

et.al.(1988). Lakhina(1993) discusses approximate solutions to the above dispersion

relation.

3.5 Approximate solutions to the dispersion re-

lation

We consider low frequency electrostatic waves driven by a cool ion beam.

For the case of cold background electrons, hot stationary electrons and a cool ion

beam, satisfying Th » Tc , Tb ~ 0, we have:

w
I ZOc I I V2k

z
C

c
I » 1

w
I ZOh I I V2k

z
C

h
I « 1

w - k.vdb
I ZOb I = I V2k

z
C

b
I» 1

(3.47)

(3.48)

(3.49)

The power series and asymptotic expansions for the Z-funetion in these limits are

given by Fried and Conte (1961):

. 2 [2z
2

4z
4

],Z(z) = zyl1ioexp(-z ) - 2z 1 -:3 +15 - ... ,

for I Z I « 1, and

Z(Z) = iyl1ioexp(-z2) - ~ [1 + 212 +-;. +...],
Z Z 4z



for I z I ~ 1, where

0, Im(z»O

8 = 1, Im(z) = 0

2, Im(z) < 0
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For the very low-frequency waves we have I w - k.vdb I~ Db. Thus we retain only

the p = 0 terms in the summations in (3.44).

For an instability (i.e. a growing wave with Im(z) > 0), the first term of (3.44) may

now be written as:

-;- {1 + ZOc [-~(1 + ~)]}.
Adc ZOc 2zoc

The approximation for the second term, considering (3.48), becomes:

while for the cool ion beam term, we have:

Combining the terms reduces (3.44) to:

2 1{ 1} 1{ . } 1{ 1}- k = - --- +- 1 + zyfizOh +- ---
A~c . 2Z0c2 A~h A~b 2zQb2·

(3.50)

(3.51 )

(3.52)

(3.53)

Then substituting (3.47) - (3.49) into (3.53) and multiplying by A~e = Tc/47rnoe2 , we

get

(3.54)
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where w= (w-k.Vo ), is the Doppler shifted frequency, a = )..~e/ )..Jc = noc/no,

b = )..~e/)..~h = (noh/no) (Tc/Th) and c = )..~e/)..~b = Tc/n.

We solve the equation by first writing W as W = W r +if and assuming that

I,/Wr 1« 1 and

1':'I/wrl«l.

With these assumptions, we make the following approximations:

1 1 1 . ,
w2 = w;(l + 2iJ)2 ~ w; (1- 2z w),

and
1 1 1 . ,

- = ~ -(1 - 2z-)
w2 w;(1 +2iJ

r
)2 w; Wr

Using these approximations we have

Taking the real part of (3.55) we obtain:

k2 \ 2 _ { k;C; } b {k;C; }- Ad - a - -- + + c ---
e 2 - 2 'W r W r

(3.56)

which is fourth order in W r • We note that in the absence of the cold electron compo

nent (noc = 0, i.e. a = 0), (3.56) yields

(3.57)
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where Cs = JTh/mi is the ion sound speed corresponding to the hot electrons.

Equation (3.57) is the usual form of the fast and slow beam ion acoustic waves.

In this limit, (a=O), the imaginary part of (3.55) yields:

b~w;(k.Vo - wr )

Ck~ChC;
(3.58)

For wave growth (, > 0), we require k.Vo > W r •· For V 0 = Voz, this implies

~ > wr/kz, i.e. the wave phase speed, v</>. = wr/kz, along Bo 'sees' a positive slope

of the ion velocity distribution.

Substituting fOL,wr from (3.57) we obtain:

(3.59)



Chapter 4

Parameter variation study of the

ion beam driven ion acoustic and

modified two stream instabilities

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter,~he dispersion relation (3.45) is solved numerically without any ap-
;-~~

proximations. We consider the case of cool ions drifting along Bo. In the next chapter

the effect of a drifting(precipitating) electron component will be considered. A study

of the variation of plasma parameters is made in order to determine the characteristics

of the instability and thereby identify the modes present. Our results are presented

in normalized form.

For the study, an H+ beam is assumed, with mi/me = 1836. Time is normalized

by the inverse of the ion plasma frequency, Wpi = (411"noe2/mj)t, spatial lengths by

.A.de = (Tc/411" noe2)t, speed by the ion sound speed, Cs = Wpi.A.de = (Tc/mi)t, densities

27
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by the total equlibrium density, no, and temperature by the cold electron temperature,
"J

Tc •

The normalized standard parameters used for the cool ion beam instability are: ion

beam temperature n/Tc = 10, hot electron temperature Th/Tc = 1000, nco/no =
0.001, ni/Wpi = 0.476, kAde = 0.01 for fixed k studies and Vdbz = 100Gs for fixed drift

speed studies. The choice of these parameters is based on data collected through

satellite observations in the auroral acceleration region (Lakhina, 1993). We note

that the background electrons are relatively cold.

'"

4.2 Beam driven instabilities

Beam driven instabilities fall into the class of plasma instabilities called microinstabil

ities (or kinetic instabilities) which depend on the velocity distributions of the plasma

species. The energy driving the instability is obtained from the relative drift of the

species in the model. We investigate the instability by varying the drift velocity of

the ion beam.

It was found that for lower drifts the ion acoustic instability (IAI) dominated while

at higher drifts the modified two stream instability (MTSI) dominated. The features

of these two instabilities were revealed through a parameter variation study of each.
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4.3 The ion-acoustic instability (IAI)

4.3.1 Variation of propagation angle, y

In figure (4.1) the normalized real frequency, Wr / Wpi, is plotted against ky/ k = sinO

(0 = O(k, Bo)) for normalized drifts Vdbz = 30, 40, 60, 80 and 100, while the corre

sponding normalized growth rate curves, ,/Wpi, are shown in figure (4.2).

The normalized wave number, k, is set at 0.01. The condition that the electron tem

perature be sufficiently larger than the ion temperature for electrostatic ion beam in~
.,

stabilities, (Gary and Omidi,1986), is satisfied by our parameters (Th/Tc = 100n/Tc )'

The instability is seen to propagate with maximum real frequency and growth rate

for k 11 v dbz. This has been found consistently to be the case for the ion-acoustic

mode. An increase in the maximum growth rate is also observed for increasing drift

speed thereby indicating a dependence on the beam speed. For 0 = 0°, ,/Wpi ranges

from 0.072 to 0.704 for normalized drifts ranging from 30 to 100. We find a rapid

drop to zero growth rate at higher drifts,while a gradual drop is seen at lower drifts.

Considering the ion-acoustic instability, we have the real frequencies for the fast and

slow io~ beam modes given by:

(4.1)

for a plasma with magnetized electrons and ions (Singh et.al., 1990). For parallel

propagation, kl. = O. Equation (4.1) then becomes:

(4.2)
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Figure 4.1: Normalized real frequency versus ky/k with fixed normalized parameters;
k=O.Ol, n/Tc = 10, Th/Tc = 1000, n co = 0.001 and Oi/wpi = 0.476. The parameter
labelling the curves is the ion beam speed, Vdbz'
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Figure 4.2: Normalized growth rate versuskyJk with fixed parameters as for figure
(4.1). The parameter labelling the curves is the ion beam speed, Vdbz'
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The first term in equation (4.1) may be written as

kVd cos ()

where () is the angle between the velocity vector and the magnetic field. For () = 0°

i.e. ky/k = 0.0, the real frequency attains a maximum, which is consistent with the

curves in figure (4.1). The threshold velocity for the slow ion-acoustic mode to have

a real frequency is from equation (4.2) approximately equal to (for our parameters)

cs /v12 = v1000/v12 = 22.3, which is consistent with our results in figure (4.3).

4.3.2 The effect of increasing Vdbz

Figures (4.3) and (4.4) show the real frequency and growth rate curves as a function

of the ion beam drift speed respectively. A calculation of the gradient of the curve

in figure (4.3) yields the value 0.0095 which is almost equal to the chosen value for

the fixed wavenumber, k=O.Ol. This. is in agreement with equation (4.2), which for

ky/k = 0 and fixed k may be written as

W r = mvo - C

which is a straight line with slope m = k. The curve also illustrates the lower threshold

value of VG =22.2 required for, W r to be positive. From figure (4.4) it is seen that the

growth rate maximizes at the normalized velocity of 100. In Gary and Omidi (1986)

asimilar result was obtained for the ion-ion acoustic instability. For our parameters,

the maximum is at approximately three times the hot electron sound speed.

At a velocity of Vdbz = 182Cs , we find a sharp transition from the slow ion-acoustic

mode to a simple beam instability. The real frequency and growth rate versus drift
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Figure 4.3: Normalized real frequency versus ion-beam speed, Vdbz for the slow beam
ion-acoustic wave. Here ky / k = 0.0 and other fix~d parameters are as for figure (4.1).
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Figure 4.4: Normalized growth rate versus ion-beam speed, Vdbz, for the slow beam
ion-acoustic wave. Here ky/k =0.0 with other fixed parameters as in figure (4.1).
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Figure 4.5: Normalized real frequency versus ion-beam speed, Vdbz, for the ion-beam
instability at drifts> 200C8 • Here kyjk .~ 0.0 and other fixed parameters are as in
figure (4.1).
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instability at drifts> 200 Cs' Here kyjk' 0.0 and other fixed parameters are as in
figure (4.1).' ,
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speed curves are shown in figures (4.5) and (4.6). It is seen that this instability

propagates at the phase velocity:

Wr '
v", = k = VD,

for a broad range of beam speeds, with the growth rate increasing with beam speed

(figure (4.6)).

4.3.3 The effect of varying the wavenumber, k

The effect of varying the wavenumber was examined at a drift speed of Vdbz = 100Gs

for fixed propagation angles of 00 ,450 and 900
• We note from the above that for the

particular choice of Vdbz, the instability is identified as the lA!. The real frequency and

growth rate curves are plotted in figures (4.7) and (4.8) respectively. The parameter

labelling the curves is ky / k. It is seen that for parallel propagation, the instability

is present over a broad region in k-space. This is expected since the term kv cos e
is a maximum at 00. The strong e- dependence of the ion-acoustic mode is also

evident. The maximum growth rate, CY/Wpi)max, decreases significantly for angles of

propagation oblique to BD. This is in agreement with the features of the slow ion

acoustic wave. This is not a surprising result since from figure (4.2) we see that I/Wpi

is a maximum for propagation along Vdbz, when resonance is a maximum. Therefore,

at almost perpendicular propagation (ky/k = 0.99) the wave "absorbs" very little

energy froni the beam. Thus the instability is weak.
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Figure 4.7: Normalized real frequency as a function of wavenumber, k, for ky / k =
0.0,0.707 and OJ~9. Here, Vdbz = 100Gs , and other fixed parameters are as for figure
(4.1).
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Figure 4.9: Normalized real frequency and growth rate as a function of the cold
electron density, nco, for ky/k = 0.0 and beam velocity, Vdbz = 100Gs' The maximum
growth rate is 0.142 at a density of 0.006.. Other fixed parameters are as for figure
(4.1).
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Figure 4.10: Normalized real frequency and growth rate as a function of the cold
electron density, nco, for ky/k = 0.99 and beam velocity, Vdbz = 100Gs . The maximum
growth rate is 0.0178 at a density of 0.008. Other fixed parameters are as for figure
(4.1).
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4.3.4 The effect of varying the cold background

electron density, nco

Although constituting a small fraction of the t~tal particle density, in Lakhina(1993),

the stationary background electrons were found to be essential for the generation of

the ion beam instability. We examined the effect of varying this cold electron density

on the ion-acoustic instability with a beam drift of Vdbz = 100Gs and k=O.Ol. For

parallel propagation where the real frequency and growth rate were found earlier to

be a maximum, the results are shown in figure (4.9). Investigations have been done

by Bergmann and Lotko(1986), Bergmann et.al(1988) and others on the ion-acoustic

instability in the absence of cold stationary electrons. In their investigations, they

assumed two ion species. The relative drifts in the ion-ion plasma allowed for the

excitation of these modes.

Our results indicate that the plasma is unstable in the absence of the cold electrons

(i.e. when n co = 0). However, as we increase nco, we find that there is an optimum

value at which the instability growth rate attains a maximum. This is illustrated in

the growth rate curve in figure (4.9) by the sharp rise in ,/Wpi to a maximum value

of 0.142 for n co = 0.006. As n co is increased further, we see that positive growth

ceases at n co beyond 0.260. This is most probably due to Landau damping. At near

perpendicular propagatio~, the instability, as seen in earlier results, is weak. Still,

the behaviour in response to a chaJ;lge in the cold electron density is similar to that

found for parallel propagation (refer to figure (4.10)). In this case, the maximum for

the growth rate is Cl /Wpi)max = 0.0178 at a density of n co = 0.008.
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Figure 4.11: Normalized real frequency as a function of the normalized wavenumber,
k. The parameter labelling the curves is .the hot electron temperature, Th/Tc . Here
ky/k = 0.0 and the beam velocity Vdbz = 100Gs ' Other fixed parameters are as for
figure (4.1).
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4.3.5 The effect of the hot electron temperature, ThlTc

Next we considered the effect of the hot electron temperature on the ion- acoustic

instability. For these results the beam temperature was set at n/Tc = 10. The real

frequency and growth rate curves for ky/k = 0.0 are shown in figures (4.11) and (4.12)

respectively, while for ky/k = 0.99 the curves are shown in figures (4.13) and (4.14).

The parameter labelling the curves is temperature. We find that as () increases from 0°

to 90° the lower temperature threshold cut off of the instability increases. Both figures

(4.12) and (4.14) show increased growth rate for higher temperatures. Increasing

the temperature of a species has the effect of increasing the thermal motions of the

particles. Eor the ion-acoustic wave, thermal motion of the electrons is a necessary

condition for the wave to exist. It is seen that the maximum for each value of Th/Tc ,

at parallel (to Bo) propagation angle, is higher than those for near perpendicular

propagation. This is consistent with the results found in the ky / k variation curves

studied in section (4.1). We also find that for a fixed Th/Tc, the k-value for b/wpdmax

shifts to lower k as ky/k increases., For a given propagation angle, the k-value for

maximum growth rate shifts to the lower k region as the normalized temperature is

increased above 100. The increase in growth rate with Th may be associated with

the decrease in electron Landau damping. The slow beam ion acoustic wave "sees" a

negative slope (8feh/8vz) of the hot electron velocity distribution function feh((Vz)).

As Th increases, fe((v)) ":fla~tens" with,(8feh/8vz) decreasing. Since the associated

Landau damping is proportional to' (8 feh/8vz), it also decreases, thereby causing an

increase in the net growth rate,/ Wpi'
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4.3.6 The effect of the ion beam temperature

As mentioned in the introduction, the presence of hot ion beams have been observed in

the auroral acceleration region. We examine in this section the effect of the ion beam

temperature on"the instability. For ky/k = 0.0, the temperature of the hot electron

component is fixed at Th/Tc = 1000 and the instability dependence on increasing ion

beam temperature is studied.

Raising the ion beam temperature has the effect of considerably lowering the maxi

mum growth for the k-variation curves in figures (4.15) and (4.16). This is character

istic of the ion-acoustic instability for which a drifted Maxwellian is as~umed. The

condition Te/n >> 1 is necessary to excite the mode, hence we find that as Tb is

increased, the instability weakens. It was found that for the chosen fixed parameters,

no positive growth was possible when n > 230Tc . Also, we find that for a higher

temperature, the maximum growth shifts to a lower-k value and the range of k-values

for positive growth decreases significantly.

The reduction in 1/Wpi as Tb/Tc increases may be explained as follows: Since the slow

beam ion acoustic wave sees a positive slope for the ion beam velocity distribution,

!b(Vz ), as n increases, the "flattening" of !b(Vz ) reduces &!b/&Vz , Hence the inverse

ion Landau damping decreases, thereby reducing the net growth rate.

4.4 The modified two-stream instability(MTSI)

4.4.1 The appearance of the MTSI

Figures (4.17) and (4.18) depict the real frequency and growth rate versus ky/k curves

for the two modes that were found to be present at the normalized drift velocity
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Vdbz = 140. "Ve note the drop in the growth rate of the ion acoustic mode with ky/k,

which is consistent with figure (4.2).

The second mode appears at oblique angles of propagation, at the normalized drift

speed of Vdbz = 140Cs , such that ky/k > 0.4. The growth rate curve shows that the

mode grows for increasing ion beam drift velocity. In order to identify the mode, a

parameter variation study was made.

4.4.2 Results of ky/k variation

Figures (4.19) and (4.20) show the real frequency and growth rate curves for the

second mode at normalized drifts of 140, 150, 160, 180 and 200.

The features of this instability is consistent with that of a modified two-stream insta

bility that arises from the relative drift of the plasma species . This is a well known

electrostatic plasma instability for propagation oblique to B o . When the relative drift

is between ions and electrons, the instability is called a Buneman instability. Two

stream instabilities have been investigated by Bergman et.al.(1988) in the auroral

acceleration region. It was found that for the Buneman instability, the excited wave

has the phase velocity of the slow mode of an ion beam instability. Vdb > Cs was

found to be a condition for the instability. This low-frequency instability has been

found to propagate in a narr0'Y cone about the perpendicular to the magnetic field,

Bo, (J.B. McBride et. al., 1972).
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4.4.3 The effect ofvarying the cold background

electron density, n co

Figure (4.21) shows the real frequency and growth rate versus cold electron density,

nco, curves for the MTSI at the normalized drift velocity of Vdbz = 200Cs. For this plot,

k= 0.01 and ky/k = 0.9. We find here, as for the ion acoustic instability, an optimum

value of the cold background species at which the instability growth rate attains a

maximum. A maximum growth rate of / /Wpi = 0.055 was found for nco = 0.0036no.

4.4.4 The effect of the hot electron temperature, Th/Tc

Figure (4.22) shows the growth rate versus normalized k curves for normalized hot

electron temperatures Th/n =50, 100, 500 and 1000. For these results, the drift

velocity was also set to Vdbz = 200Cs, with ky/k = 0.9 and n/Tc = 10. We note

here also the increased growth rate for higher temperatures. As Th/Tc increases

significantly, b /Wpi)max shifts to lower values of k.



Chapter 5

The effect of counter-streaming

hot electrons

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we examine the effect that the hot precipitating electrons, given a non

zero drift velocity, has on the instabilities studied in chapter 4. The electron drift is in

the direction opposite to the magnetic field, B, and therefore opposite also to the ion

beam drift velocity. A parameter variation study is made and the results compared

with those of chapter 4 in which the hot electrons were taken to be stationary.

5.2 The ion acoustic .instability

5.2.1 Variation of propagation angle, ky/k

The ion acoustic instability was studied with the ion beam drift velocity, Vdbz, fixed

at lOOGs . Figures (5.1) and (5.2) show the real frequency, Wr/Wpi, and growth rate,
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I/Wpi, curves for the normalized electron drift velocities of 0 (i.e. stationary electrons),

-50, -100, and -150. We observe in figure (5.1) that the real frequency response to the

variation of electron drift velocity is not significant. This- is to be expected since from

equation (4.1), we note that for the slow ion acoustic instability, W r is a function of

the ion drift velocity and not the electron drift velocity. This dependence on the ion

drift velocity is clearly shown in figure (5.3) where, in this case, a significant increase

in the real frequency, Wr/Wpi is seen. For Vdbz = 100Gs , Wr/Wpi = 0.71 while for Vdbz =
150, Wr/Wpi = 1.18 at ky/k = O. The decrease in the growth rate curve for the drift

velocity, Vdbz = 150 in figure (5.4), is consistent with the results in chapter 4 where

we found that I/Wpi has a maximum at Vdbz = 100Gs '

In figure (5.2) we observe that increasing the electron drift velocity results in a de

crease in the growth rate. This may be understood in terms of the effect of electron

Landau damping. The slow ion acoustic wave for which the ion beam distribution

function attains a maximum at Vdbz = 100Gs , 'sees' the slope, (8 feh/ 8vz ), of the elec

tron distribution function, feh( vz ), increasing in magnitude as the electron velocity

distribution shifts laterally in the -Vz direction. Since electron Landau damping is

proportional to (8feh/ 8vz ), it also increases resulting in a drop in the growth rate.

5.2.2 The effect ofyarying the cold background

electron density, n co

With the ion beam drift velocity, Vdbz - 100Gs and the electron drift velocity,

Vdhz = -lOOGs ' the effect of varying the cold electron density was examined. The

real frequency and growth rate curves depicted in figures (5.5) and (5.6) are similar to

those of chapter 4, figures (4.9) and (4.10). In the presence of a non-zero hot electron
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drift velocity, ,/Wpi attains a maximum of 0.1435 at nco = 0.006 for parallel propa

gation, while for stationary hot electrons (,IWpi)max is 0.142 also at n co = 0.006. For

almost perpendicular propagation the results were founa to be similar. These curves

show that the density of the background electrons at which the instability obtains its

maximum growth rate is negligibly affected by the drift velocity of the hot electrons.

5.2.3 The effect of the hot electron temperature, Th/Tc

Figure (5.7) shows the normalized growth rate versus normalized k for hot electron

temperatures of ThlTc = 1000, 500, 100 and 50 at ky/k = 0.0. Here also, the ion

beam drift velocity was set at 100Gs and the electron drift velocity set at -lOOGs.

The shape of the curves are similar to those of figure (4.12) in chapter 4. However,

we note that there is a general increase in the maximum growth rate attained for the

various hot electron temperatures. The increase in the growth rate may be associated

with the decrease in electron Landau damping. The slow ion acoustic wave 'sees' the

negative slope of the hot electron velocity distribution function, !eh(vz) 'flatten' as

Th(Gh = /!i) increases and therefore (O!eh/OVz) decreases. This reduces electron

damping, hence enhancing the growth rate.

5.2.4 The effect of the ion beam temperature

With kylk = 0.0, the hot electron temperature, ThlTc - 1000, Vdbz = 100Gs and

Vdhz = -lOOGs we examined. the· effect of increasing the ion beam temperature on

the instability. Again, as in chapter 4, for increasing ion beam temperature, we note

the drop in the maximum growth rate for the curves shown in figure (5.8). This is

consistent with the condition Teln >> 1 for the ion acoustic instability. A general

increase in the maximum for each choice of temperature seen here as compared to
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the curves in figure (4.16) of chapter 4 is observed. We again attribute this to the

decrease in electron Landau damping as Vdhz is increased.

5.3 The modified two-stream instability (MTSI)

5.3.1 Variation of propagation angle, y

With the electron drift velocity Vdhz = -150Gs , the curves were plotted for the ion

beam drift velocity set at 150Gs and 180Gs ' We note from our studies in chapter 4

that the MTSI is excited for ion beam drift speeds in the chosen range. 'From figures

(5.9) and (5.10), we see that the MTSI is sensitive to the changes in the ion beam

drift velocity, Vdbz'

As in chapter 4, we find that as Vdbz is increased, the real frequency and growth rate

increases. This is consistent with the behaviour of the MTSI which has the phase

velocity close to that of the slow ion beam instability (Bergmann et.al (1988)). The

fact that the gro.wth rate attains a maximum for a ky/k value very much oblique to
:~~

B o and not at ky/ k = 0 as for the IAI, confirms that the instability is the MTSI.

From figure (5.11) we find that unlike the case of the IAI, for the MTSI, increasing

the magnitude of the negative electron drift velocity, Vdhz, increases rather than de

creases the growth rate. This is a characteristic of the MTSI which is a non-resonant

instability driven simply by the relative streaming of the particles. As the counter

streaming electron velocity increases, this increases the relative velocity between the

ions and the electrons, hence enhancing the growth rate.
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5.3.2 The effect of varying the cold b~ckground

electron density, nco

In this study, the electron drift velocity was set at -lOOGs , the ion beam drift velocity

set at 200Gs and kyjk = 0.9. Here we find that the curves in figure (5.12) are similar

to those in figure (4.21) of chapter 4. At a density of 0.0036, the growth attains a

maximum of 0.0543.

5.3.3 The effect of the hot electron temperature, Th/Tc

When comparing the results of this study (figure (5.13)) with those in chapter 4

(figure (4.22)), we find that there is a drop in the maximum growth rate for Th/Te =

1000 and er /Wpi)max shifts to lower k values. Also, we find that the lower threshold

temperature for the instability to propagate is higher in the presence of the counter

streaming hot electrons.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis we have examined low frequency electrostatic instabilities present in a

three species plasma consisting of precipitating hot electrons, cold stationary elec

trons and a cool ion beam that is modelled on observations of the auroral plasma.

The kinetic dispersion ,relation was derived and numerically solved without approxi

mations. The instability was initially driven by an ion beam drift along the external

magnetic field, B o .

Two instabilities were found to be present, viz. a resonant slow beam ion acoustic

instability and a non-resonant modified two stream instability. The behaviour of

these instabilities were investigated in chapter 4 and chapter 5 through a parameter

variation study.

In chapter 4, the study was carried out with stationary hot electrons and cool drifting

ions. The slow ~AI featured prominantly at· the normalized drift velocity of about

23Gs to nOGs for a large spread of the angle of propagation relative to B o, ky/k.

Beyond 230Gs , a simple beam instability propagated at the phase velocity for a broad

range of the ion beam drift velocity. A study of the effect of varying the propagation
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vector revealed that for angles of propagation oblique to the ion beam drift velocity,

the maximum growth rate, 1/Wpi, decreases significantly. This was expected since for

the lAl maximum resonance is in the direction parallel to the drift velocity.

We next examined the effect of varying the cold electron density, nco, on the lA!.

Optimum values of n co for maximum growth rate were found for both parallel and

near perpendicular propagation. It was also found that the plasma was unstable in

in the absence of the cold electron component (i.e. n co = 0).

The instability growth rate was found to be proportional to the hot elec,tron temper

ature (associated with hot electron inverse Landau damping), but inversely propor

tional to the ion beam temperature (associated with ion Landau damping). These

results were significant since in the auroral plasma, the temperature of the plasma

species varies at different altitudes (Bergmann and Lotko,1986).

A similar parameter variation study was made of the second plasma instability that

was found to dominate at drift velocities higher than about 140C8 and for large prop

agation angles relative to B o. The results were consistent with the characteristics of

the modified two-stream instability, (MTSI). The instability was observed to propa

gate in a narrow cone about the perpendicular to B o with a strong ()- dependence.

Here as well, an optimum value of n co was found for which the growth rate attained a

maximum. The study of the effect of increasing the hot electron temperature showed

that the mode grows with increasing hot electron temperature.

In chapter 5 we examined the effect of counter-streaming hot electrons on the insta

bilities studied in chapter 4. It was found for the IAI that increasing the electron drift
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velocity caused a decrease in the growth rate but a neglible change in the real fre

quency curves. This is an expected result, since from the theory, the real frequency

of the slow beam IAI depends only on the ionbeam drift velocity and not on the

electron drift velocity. Changes in the growth rate has been attributed to increased

electron Landau damping. The results with regards to variation of the cold electron

density and hot electron temperature were similar to those of chapter 4.

On the other hand, for the MTSI, we find that the growth rate is enhanced as we

increase both the ion drift velocity as well as the electron drift velocity. This is not

surprising since the (non-resonant) instability is driven by the relative streaming of

particles. Therefore we find that as the magnitudes of the relative drifts are increased,

the growth rate also increases.

The curves depicting the variation of the cold electron density were also similar to

those of chapter 4. It was significant to note that for the MTSI, the decrease of the

hot electron temperature, Th/Tc , caused a diminishing of the maximum growth rate

for a chosen temperature. Also, at the chosen propagation vector value, k = 0.9,

the minimum value of Th for positive growth was higher in the presence of counter

streaming electrons.

The results of our study is an extension of the work of Lakhina, (1993). In his paper,

Lakhina discusses (1) fluid instabilities driven by an ion beam and (2) a resonant

instability driven by hot electrons. In our investigation, we found the presence of

two low- frequency plasma instabilities, viz. the slow ion acoustic instability and the

modified two-stream instability. The instabilities are kinetic and driven by the cool

ion beam. Their presence may be associated with the low-frequency electric field

fluctuations (LEFs)that have been observed in the auroral plasma.
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The model that we have adopted may be extended to include a counter-streaming 0+

ion beam. Ion-ion waves in the auroral region have been investigated by Dusenbury

et.al.(1988), Ashour-Abdalla et.al.(1989) and Hultqvist et.al.(1991) among others.

Further, the non-linear evolution of these instabilities, leading to the possible forma

tion of, for example, solitons and doubles layers is worthy of investigation.
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